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STELLAR JOCKEYS FEBRUARY NEWSLETTER
Welcome to the Stellar Jockeys newsletter for February. We've got a bit of
merch news, while the community has been getting up to all sorts.

Benjamin, Stellar Jockeys

Busts Will Increase In Price Next Month

From March 31st onwards the price of 1/6 Scale Busts will go up from
15 USD to 20 USD over on our merch store. The reason for this price
increase is because we innacurately calculated the costs of production.
So, in order for us to keep printing busts both in-house and at the quality
we desire, and also not lose money on every sale, the price has to
increase. Anyone who has already ordered a bust will not be a�ected by
the new sum, and everyone will have until the end of March 2021 to
order the scale busts at the current retail value. Please note our three-
for-two discount on the busts also still applies, and will apply when the
new price tag is applied in April. If you have any issues with your store
purchase, please send us a message to team@stellarjockeys.com and be
sure to mention your 4-digit order number.

Brigadorable Content
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In the lead up to Valentine's Day we ran a Brigador-themed MS Paint
contest over on our Discord. The top three winners of that contest were
Wallross, charles-the-cat and C2070 who each received an item of their
choice from our merchandise store. Here are their winning entries (click
to enlarge). 

As for all the other entries, they can be found archived in the #ms-paint-
competition channel over on our Discord server.

Join Our Discord Server

Briga-Roleplaying Via Discord

Elsewhere on the Discord, members Eschaton and Modusoperandi have
been running not one but two short roleplaying scenarios set within the
Brigador universe. Eschaton's �rst scenario, where the action revolved
around a Corvid attack on an NEP-controlled hospital just as the Long
Night on Solo Nobre began, is wrapping up and the next scenario will be
accepting new players soon. You can check out the action of both
scenarios within the #p-and-p_ic and #p-and-p_ic2 channels. For those of
you wondering how any of this even works in a text-only setting, these are
the rules they are using for this RP. 

Community Spotlight
Never start the show with a showstopper, but we would be completely
remiss if we did not include the latest e�ort of pap smear who decided to
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make their own trailer for Brigador Killers with the help of Voiceover
Pete...

...Flyingdebris returns again this month, this time with a quick sketch of
what they imagine is a type of Corvid power armor called "Oscar"...

...Pixel artist and recent arrival Lowkey Ops gave us a new take on the
Touro's colour schemes...
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...and our own Brad Buckmaster has not only returned to their craft but
also may or may not be partly spoiling a scene from their upcoming
Brigador Killers tie-in novel.

Sadly, we can only put a handful of images in every month's newsletter so
that they �t neatly in most email clients. You can �nd plenty more



community creations in the #becks_best channel on our Discord server.

Next Month
Winter's almost done with, so see you in the spring along with another
batch of community creations.

Stellar Jockeys
112 N Neil St Apt D, Champaign, IL

United States
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